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The Twelve Olympians
After Zeus and his brothers and sisters defeated the

jealous because Zeus later

Titans, they ruled the entire universe. Think about how big

took several other wives in

the universe is. That’s a lot of area to watch over, so Zeus

addition to her and often

Olympians is the

and his two brothers decided to draw straws to see who

had other girlfriends. She

Dodekatheon.

would rule what. Zeus was given control over the heavens.

went out of her way to

Poseidon had power over the seas. Hades lorded over the

punish those other women

Underworld. The three sisters also claimed powers: Hera

and their children.

was the goddess of marriage and childbirth, Hestia was

The Greek name
for the Twelve

In a magnificent palace high upon Mount Olympus, all

the goddess of the hearth and the home, and Demeter

of Zeus’s brothers and sisters sat on thrones—except for

was the goddess of the harvest.

Hades. He was happier below ground, among the dead.

Even though they each had their own area to rule,

Six of Zeus’s children joined the gods and goddesses on

Zeus automatically became king of the gods because of his

Mount Olympus: Hermes, the messenger god; Ares, the

wisdom and strength. He wanted a wife to rule by his side

god of war; Hephaestus, the god of fire; Apollo, the god

and chose Hera. But Hera didn’t want to marry Zeus and

of sunlight and music; Artemis, the goddess of the hunt;

told him no. He kept asking

and Athena, the goddess of wisdom. Aphrodite, goddess

her, and she kept saying

of love, was also welcomed. These twelve gods were called

no— for three hundred years!

the Olympians.

Mount Olympus was an
enormous mountain that
reached high up through the
clouds and way into the
heavens. It became the home
of the gods and goddesses
called the Olympians. From
its immense height, the gods
could look down on the entire
Earth. No human, or mortal,
could pass through the gate
of clouds surrounding Mount
Olympus. Mount Olympus
is also the name of a real
mountain that is the highest
mountain in Greece.

Finally, Zeus tricked her. One

One day, another child of Zeus’s, named Dionysus,

day, he turned himself into a

appeared on Mount Olympus. Gentle Hestia, Zeus’s eldest

little bird and flew into Hera’s

sister, gave up her throne to Dionysus, so she could tend

window. Hera felt sorry for

the fire in the hall of the palace.

the weak bird and hugged it.

Have you done the math? The god and goddess count

At that moment, Zeus turned

doesn’t add up to twelve. Why? Hades. He does not live on

back into himself, and Hera fell

Mount Olympus, so he is often not included in the twelve.

in love with him. She agreed to

Sometimes Dionysus is called God Thirteen, or, because she

be his wife, but it wasn’t an

gave up her throne, Hestia sometimes isn’t counted.

easy marriage. She was very
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t he Th r o n e s o n M o u n t O lym p u s

The Olympians
were also called the Immortal
Ones, because a divine liquid

Zeus

called ichor flowed through

Poseidon

their veins instead of blood.
This made it so they could never
die. Humans are called mortals
in myths because they
could die.

Hera

Athena

Apollo

Ares
Artemis
Aphrodite

Hermes
Dionysus

Hephaestus
Hestia
Demeter
(with Persephone on lap)
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Meet the Olympians
ZEUS
Job: Zeus was the most powerful god. He was the ruler of gods and
humans and in charge of the heavens. The chief judge on
Mount Olympus, Zeus settled arguments between the gods.
Nicknames: King of the Gods, the Greatest Olympian, the
Weather God, the Cloud Gatherer, Lord of the Skies
Symbols: eagle (because it can fly so high), thunderbolt,
oak tree
Weapons: the aegis (a shield), thunderbolt
Powers: He could morph himself and humans into anything
he chose. He controlled the skies and the weather.
Home: Mount Olympus
Family: sixth child of Rhea and Cronus (Titans); husband
to Hera (she was the only god/goddess who scared
him); brother to Poseidon, Hades, Hera, Hestia, and
Demeter
Attitude: He was the strongest, bravest god and usually
a fair and wise ruler. However, he had a very bad temper
and would punish gods and humans for bad behavior.
He often got in trouble with Hera, because he easily fell
in love with other women.
Did You Know? He ordered the creation of men
and women. He placed all the stars and planets in the sky. He gave Earth rain,
snow, thunder, and lightning. He defeated the Titans.
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HERA
Job: She was the goddess of marriage and childbirth and the protector of all women. Hera
also ruled the skies. She is thought to be the greatest of all Greek goddesses.
Nicknames: Queen of the Heavens, Queen of Olympus, Supreme Goddess, the First Wife
Symbols: peacock, cuckoo, pomegranate (a symbol of married love)
Weapons: none
Powers: She could morph mortals into anything or anyone.
Home: Mount Olympus
Family: daughter of Cronus and Rhea (Titans); wife of Zeus; sister of Zeus, Poseidon,
Hades, Hestia, and Demeter; mother to Hephaestus, Hebe, and Ares
Attitude: Hera was very jealous, especially about Zeus. She had a bad
temper if Zeus spent time with another female, and she
constantly plotted her revenge. She spent much of
her time on Mount Olympus spying on Zeus.
Did You Know? She turned Argus, her one-hundredeyed servant, into a peacock and transferred
all his eyes to the bird’s tail.

THE FIRST WEDDING
The wedding of Zeus and Hera was the
first formal marriage ceremony. It is said
the wedding took place at the Garden of
Hesperides, where an eternal spring forever
flowed with ambrosia. The wedding was a huge
festival with lots of feasting and gifts—the
model for wedding parties today. Hera’s favorite
gifts were golden apples and pomegranates.
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POSEIDON

HADES

Job: The second most powerful god on
Mount Olympus, Poseidon

Job: Hades is the ruler of the Underworld, the place where

was the god of the seas.

people were thought to go when they died. He is the god

He commanded the

of the dead, but he is not Death itself. He is also the god

waters and all the

of wealth, because gold and other precious minerals come

creatures in them.

from underground.
Nicknames: The Dark God, the Unseen, the Rich One. People

He was also the god

did not like to say the name Hades aloud for fear it would

of earthquakes.

draw his attention.

Nicknames: Sea God,

Symbols: jewels, minerals, key, scepter, cornucopia, dark

The Earth Shaker
Symbols: chariot pulled by four white horses, bull, dolphin
Weapon: trident (a three-pronged spear) that he struck
into the sea to cause a storm
Powers: He controlled the water and was able to dry up

chariot pulled by four jet-black horses
Weapons: two-pronged fork which he used to shatter things
he did not like, helmet that made him invisible, battleaxe
Powers: If someone entered the Underworld, they could

rivers or create tidal waves. He also caused shipwrecks

not leave of their own free will. If they tried, Hades would

and people to drown.

unleash his incredibly powerful anger upon them.

Home: a palace under the ocean and Mount Olympus

Home: a dark castle in the Underworld

Family: son of Cronus and Rhea (Titans); brother of

Family: son of Cronus and Rhea

Zeus, Hades, Hera, Hestia, and Demeter; father of the

(Titans); brother of Zeus,

merman Triton

Poseidon, Hera, Hestia, and

Attitude: Poseidon was known for his violent temper,
which caused stormy seas and earthquakes. He was
greedy and very much wanted to rule cities on Earth.
Did You Know? Poseidon created the first horses.
Today, large white-capped waves are
often called “white horses”

Demeter; husband of Persephone
Attitude: Hades was grim, very
serious, and often in a foul
mood. Gods and mortals
were scared of him.
Did You Know? Hades was not

after Poseidon’s

an evil god. His job was to

horses.

maintain order in his world
of darkness, and he was
usually just and fair.
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DEMETER

Nectar is the drink
of the gods, and
ambrosia is the food
of the gods. Whoever

Job: She was the goddess

tastes ambrosia will
live forever.

of the harvest and
in charge of crops,
farming, flowers, and
trees.

HESTIA

Nicknames: Corn
Goddess, Goddess of

Job: Hestia was the goddess

the Grain

of the hearth and fire.

Symbol: wheat

Nickname: the Forgotten

Weapons: none

Goddess

Powers: She could create conditions for a good—or bad—

Symbols: the hearth fire,

harvest. Trees and vines grew according to her will.

a circle (symbolizing

Home: Mount Olympus

the center of the

Family: daughter of Cronus and Rhea (Titans); sister of

home)

Zeus, Poseidon, Hades, Hera, and Hestia; mother of

Weapons: none

Persephone

Powers: none

Attitude: She was kind and gentle.

Home: Mount Olympus. She never

Did You Know? Demeter and her daughter, Persephone,

leaves, because she must tend the fire so the eternal flame

often dressed as humans and visited Earth.

never goes out.
Family: daughter of Cronus and Rhea (Titans); sister of Zeus,
Poseidon, Hades, Hera, and Demeter; vowed never to marry
Attitude: Hestia was the gentlest of the Twelve Olympians. She was calm,
trusting, and peaceful.
Did You Know? A hearth is a large fireplace used for cooking or heating a
room. In olden times, the hearth was where everyone gathered in a home.
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APOLLO
Job: He was the god
of the sun, music,
poetry, archery, and

ARTEMIS

healing.
Nicknames: Sun God,
God of Light, The
Bright One, God of
Truth, Healing God

Job: She was the goddess of the hunt, wild animals, and the moon.

Symbols: laurel tree, lyre, raven

Nicknames: Moon Goddess, Lady of Wild Things

Weapon: bow and arrow

Symbols: deer, all wild animals, hunting dog, cypress tree

Power: He could predict the future.
Home: Mount Olympus
Family: son of Zeus and Leto (a
gentle Titan); twin brother of

I ’ A
G  M
The United
States named
their first

Artemis
Attitude: He was known to be
very fair, wise, and supremely
handsome.

missions to
the moon in
1969 after
Apollo.

Did You Know? Apollo used his
magic to put an oracle (someone

Weapon: bow and arrows
Powers: She protected little children and animals. She could shoot
her arrows and cause either disease or healing. She could turn
herself and others into animals.
Home: Mount Olympus, all forests and mountains
Family: daughter of Zeus and Leto (a gentle Titan); twin sister of
Apollo; asked Zeus to let her never marry
Attitude: She was fiercely independent and liked to be alone. She
was also athletic and fast.
Did You Know? One day while she was bathing in a stream, the

who could look into the future)

huntsman Actaeon saw her without her clothes. Artemis turned

in a temple in the city of Delphi.

him into a deer, and his own hunting dogs ate him.

On the seventh day of each
month, the oracle told the future
to those who asked.
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HERMES

ARES
Job: He was the god of war and
violence.

Job: He was the messenger of

Nickname: Bringer of War

the gods as well as the god

Symbols: spear, dogs, vulture

of travel and of thieves. He guided

Weapons: shield, spear, golden

the dead to the Underworld.
Nicknames: Errand Boy of the Gods, Master Thief
Symbols: wings, winged cap and sandals
Weapon: He had a magical wand called a caduceus
(it looked like a stick with snakes wrapped around

helmet, burning torch
Powers: He was very strong and courageous.
Home: Mount Olympus
Family: son of Zeus and Hera, brother of Hephaestus and Hebe
Attitude: A fierce warrior, he enjoyed fighting in

it) which allowed him to control humans and

bloody battles. He was not well liked or trusted

other non-gods.

by the other gods.

Powers: He was able to fly between Mount

Did You Know? He often traveled with his

Olympus, Earth, and the Underworld. He was the

sisters Eris, goddess of strife, and Enyo,

fastest of all the gods, both running and flying.

goddess of discord, and his children Deimos,

Home: Mount Olympus

god of fear, and Phobos, god of terror.

Family: son of Zeus and Maia (a Titan)
Attitude: He was very tricky and mischievous.
Did You Know? A great athlete, Hermes was said
to have created the sports of boxing and wrestling.
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OUT POPS ATHENA
Zeus was scared when
he heard that the
goddess Metis
(daughter of two
Titans) was going to
have his child. Mother
Earth predicted that
if Metis gave birth to
his son, this son would
be more powerful than
he was. Zeus changed
pregnant Metis into a
fly, swallowed her, and
kept her inside his head.
After a while, Zeus
started to suffer from
a terrible headache. He
was in major, major pain.
Unable to bear it any
longer, he asked his son
Hephaestus to use his
powerful ax and split
open his skull. As soon
as the blade struck,
his daughter Athena
popped out of his
head—fully grown and
prepared for battle in a
suit of armor! She was
the goddess of wisdom,
because she came
from Zeus’s head.

ATHENA
Job: She was the goddess of wisdom
and war. She oversaw all arts and crafts,
such as weaving and pottery. She was
the chief goddess of the city of Athens,
which was named for her.
Nickname: Goddess of the City
Symbols: owl, olive tree
Weapons: spear, shield, helmet,
armor
Power: She could change shape.
Home: Mount Olympus
Family: daughter of Zeus and Metis
Attitude: She was very wise and even tempered.
She was also a great warrior.
Did You Know? Athena and Poseidon both claimed Athens as their own
city. The gods said whoever created the most useful thing for the city
would win it. Poseidon struck a rock with his trident and made a
saltwater spring flow. Athena planted an olive tree and won.
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Job: He was the god

BLINDED BY THE LIGHT

of wine, fertility,

Word got ’round to Hera that Semele would soon have

feasting, and

a child by Zeus. Hera was beyond furious. She went to

DIONYSUS

agriculture.

Semele in disguise and convinced her that Zeus should

Nickname: Bacchus

reveal his true self to her. When Zeus came down to visit

Symbols: vines, ivy,

Semele again, she made him promise to grant her one
wish. Zeus was head-over-heels in love and promised.

grapes, goblet of wine, bull

Semele asked to see his true form. Zeus groaned, knowing

Weapon: a stick wrapped in vines
Powers: He could make people go crazy. He was able to
change his own shape and the shape of humans as well.
Home: Mount Olympus

what would happen, but a promise was a promise. He
appeared to her in his true form, and Semele instantly
burned to a crisp—the fate of any mortal who looked upon
Zeus. Zeus took the baby, Dionysus,

Family: son of Zeus and Semele (a mortal)—only god to

and sewed him into his own thigh

have a mortal parent

to grow until he was ready

Attitude: He was a wild-and-crazy god who liked a good

to be born.

party.
Did You Know? One day Dionysus was napping on a
beach and pirates, who didn’t know he was a god,
captured him and brought him aboard their ship. The
captain didn’t believe him when he said he was a god,
so Dionysus morphed into a fierce lion and changed the
sea into overflowing vines. The scared sailors jumped
overboard, and Dionysus turned them into dolphins.
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APHRODITE

HEPHAESTUS
Job: He was god of fire, metalwork,
and building.
Nicknames: Blacksmith God,
The Lame One, Lord of the Fire
Symbol: fire
Weapons: Hammer, anvil, ax—

Job: She was the goddess of love and beauty.

he built many of the

Nickname: Foam Born

weapons of the gods.

Symbols: swan, dove, seashell

Powers: He controlled volcanic eruptions and crafted the

Weapon: a magical golden girdle, or belt, that caused

finest weapons, furniture, and jewelry.

others to fall madly in love with her

Home: Mount Olympus

Power: She could make any god or mortal fall in love

Family: son of Zeus and Hera, husband of Aphrodite, brother

with anyone she chose and often messed around in

of Ares and Hebe.

others’ love lives.

Attitude: He stayed away from others, spending long

Home: Mount Olympus

hours in his workshop. He was very gentle and generous,

Family: Having appeared from the foam of the sea,

showering his wife with gorgeous gifts.

she had no known parents; wife of Hephaestus.

Did You Know? Because he was crippled and ugly, his own

Attitude: Although she was take-your-breath-away

mother took one look at him after he was born and tossed

beautiful, Aphrodite was easily angered.

him off Mount

Did You Know? Aphrodite has been the subject of

Olympus!

many works of art. The most famous
are Birth of Venus painted by Italian
artist Botticelli in the 1400s and
the statue Venus de Milo by the
Greek artist Alexandros of Antioch.
(Venus is the name the Romans
used for Aphrodite.)
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Gods Galore!

I ’ A G  M

Now you’ve met the biggies of Greek Mythology,

Iris

but there were dozens of other minor gods and
goddesses who lived on Mount Olympus. All these
immortals had special powers, but they were

The colorful part of
the eye is named for Iris,
as well as the colorful

A messenger to the goddesses,

flower.

she traveled from Earth to the
Heavens on a rainbow path

less powerful than the Olympians. Here are a few

and was called the

famous minor gods and goddesses:

goddess of the rainbow.

Triton

Eros
Son of Aphrodite, this young god of love

He was a water god and

shot arrows at mortals, causing them to

son of Poseidon.

fall in love. (He is more commonly known

A merman, with

by his Roman name,

the head and

Cupid.)

upper body
of a man and the tail of a fish, he
blew a conch-shell trumpet to
calm the ocean waves.

Hebe
She was the daughter of Zeus and Hera
and the wife of Heracles. As
the goddess of eternal youth,
she was the cup-bearer to the
gods. Her only job was to hold
the cup of nectar, which gave
immortality, so the Olympian
gods could drink.

The Fates
These three goddesses were older than the other Olympians. They determined
the length of life, both for mortals and gods. Even Zeus had no say over the
Fates. Think of each person’s life as a piece of thread. The first Fate spun
the thread of life, the second Fate measured the length of it, and
the third Fate cut the thread at the right time, ending life. They
were also called the Moirae.
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The Three Graces

Nemesis
As the goddess of revenge, she helped

The three young daughters of Zeus and the nymph Eurynome,

punish those who had wronged others.

they were goddesses of beauty, charm, and joy. They were

She also made sure that people who

attendants to Aphrodite on Mount Olympus and danced together

were too rich or too lucky did not stay

at weddings.

that way for long, so the order of
the universe remained in balance.
I ’ A G  M
A nemesis is an
unbeatable opponent.

Nike
The Muses

The winged goddess of victory
was known for running and

Daughters of Zeus and the Titan
Mnemosyne (Goddess of Memory), the
nine sister-goddesses inspired mortals
to create art, literature, and music. They

flying very fast, and she
held a crown over the heads
I ’ A G  M

of winners of races and battles.

Nike is the name of

liked to hang out with Apollo and sing and

a famous shoe and

dance at celebrations for the gods.

Calliope
Epic Poetry

Clio
History

Erato
Love Poetry

athletic wear company.

Euterpe
Music

Polyhymnia
Mime

Melpomene
Tragedy

Terpsichore
Dance

Thalia
Comedy

Urania
Astronomy
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The Sky Gods
These three gods are brothers and sisters

Helios

who control the lightness and darkness of

He was the god of the sun. Each morning

the sky. Their father was Hyperion, a Titan.

at dawn he rose from the ocean in the
east and drove his chariot, pulled by four
fiery horses, through the sky and flew

back down at night in the west.
AN INCH TO THE RIGHT
Zeus became friends with a
Selene
minor god named Tantalus
She was the beautiful moon goddess. She
and invited him to hang out on
had wings and a crescent-shaped crown
Mount Olympus. Tantalus had
a good time up in the heavens,
that shed light in the darkness. She drove
until one day when he made a
across the night sky in a chariot pulled by
horrible mistake. He brought
white horses with long manes.
the nectar and ambrosia of the
gods back down to Earth—
Eos
a big no-no. Then, to make
matters worse, he killed his own
She was the goddess of dawn. She
son and put him in a stew, which
brought the first light of morning by
he served to the gods.
Luckily, the gods knew about
riding a winged-horse across the sky.
the extra ingredient and
refused to eat. Zeus was
disgusted at Tantualus and,
after magically restoring his
son to life, sent him down to
Tartarus for punishment. Tantalus was
forced to stand in
I ’ A G  M
chin-deep water
Tantalize means to
with juicy, sweet fruit
tease
someone with the
dangling inches away.
Whenever he tried
promise of something he
to drink, the water
can’t have.
drained away.
Whenever he tried to
eat, the fruit raised up just out
of reach, leaving him forever
hungry and thirsty.

WHERE IN THE WORLD?
Greece is a small country
in southern Europe by the
Mediterranean Sea. Thousands of
years ago, this tiny country was
extremely important, giving the
world many famous ideas, laws,
plays, poems, and people.
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Down in the Underworld

1

Deep down under the surface of the Earth was the
Underworld, also known as the Kingdom of the Dead.

Getting to the Underworld
When
a person died, Hermes led their soul,
Underworld.
or
shadow,
down
toto
the
Underworld.
First,
the dead
had
cross
the River First,
Styx. the
Old,

dead
hadCharon
to crossran
thethe
River
greedy
Charon
ran
greedy
oneStyx.
ferryOld,
that
crossed
the murky
the one ferry
thatOnly
crossed
river.
thosethe
souls

The souls of people who had died were sent to this

murky river.
Only
those
who
could
paysouls
him

gloomy place ruled by Hades. The Underworld was a

in gold coins were

land without hope, without joy, and without sunlight.
It was a world of shadows.
AC

ST

H

ER

O

N

Y

—

gold coins under

to
tailedthe
dog, guarded unbreakable
Underworld
gates at the entrance. Greeks often buried

the river of hate

were in for eternity.

A soul then traveled along

3

the Dividing Road. At

Cerberus allowed all to enter,

a fork
in the road stood
Rhadamanthus.
The
threedecided
judges—Minos,
judges
the soul’sAeacus, and

but no one could leave the
Asphodel Fields: A place
of limbo for
theyou
ordinary
Underworld.
Once
were in,

Rhadamanthus.
The judges decided the
final
destination: Elysian
soul’sAsphodel
final destination:
Fields,
Fields, Elysian Fields,

ff
r iver o
e
h
t

their dead with

Getting dragonthree-headed,

to the entrance
ofwere
the in, you
thedown
Underworld.
Once you

X

—

HE

the

Most Greeks buried

Cerberus, a scary

When
a person
died,
Hermes
honey
cake
with their
dead
to calm the mean
led
their
soul,
or
shadow,
dog. Cerberus allowed no one to leave

3
LET

—

ver of woe
ri

2

allowed to cross.

orAsphodel
Tartarus. Fields, or Tartarus.
ss
fulne
g e t Elysian
Fields: A bright,
or

people. This middle ground
was not
good
or bad,
you were
in for
eternity.
just in between. Shadowy soulsAwandered
an
soul then about
traveled
all-gray landscape. Every
day the
was Dividing
exactly the
sameAt a
along
Road.
happily-ever-after island for
and
forheroes
all eternity.

fork in the road stood three

very good people. The grass was always

judges—Minos, Aeacus, and

Elysian Fields: A bright,
happily-ever-after
for were
green,
music played, island
and games
heroes and very good enjoyed.
people. The grass was always
green, music played, and
games were
enjoyed.
Asphodel
Fields:
A place of limbo for
the ordinary people. This middle ground
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Supernatural
Creatures and
Beasts

The Nymphs
Looks: They were pretty, graceful women who stayed forever
young, but they did not live forever like other gods.
Attitude: They liked to fall in love. They were usually very

The stories of ancient Greece are filled

playful, though they also had a mean streak.
Job: The nymphs were nature goddesses and lived in caves,

with strange creatures. Some are

trees, and rivers.

hideous monsters, sure to give you
nightmares. Others are enchanting,
gentle, gasp-worthy creatures. Still
others are the funniest combinations of
man and beast you could ever imagine.

The Sirens

I ’ A G  M
Today, the term siren

song is used to describe
something that is hard
to resist.

Looks: The Sirens were three sea nymphs who looked like
pretty girls with the wings, legs, and feet of a bird.
Attitude: At first glance, these beautiful girls who played
instruments and sang looked sweet, but they were
really dangerous tricksters.
Story: They had the power to enchant anyone who heard
their song. Their sweet song drove sailors crazy, causing
them to shipwreck on the rocky cliffs of the Sirens’
island.
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Looks: Pan is an ugly god with a hairy

Pan

on the rocky hills. When she reached

lower body, cloven hooves, pointed

the river’s edge, she begged the other

ears, horns, and the tail of a goat.

nymphs to transform her into the

Attitude: He was very cranky and lived

reeds that grew along the river so he

in remote mountains, so he was

couldn’t find her. They did so just as

seldom seen by humans.

Pan approached. Pan let out a deep

Family: He was the son of Hermes
and a nymph. His mother ran away

breath of disappointment, and the
whoosh of air made the reeds whistle.

when she saw how ugly he was,

Pleased he had found a new musical

leaving him to be raised by other

instrument, he cut down the reeds
and played them wherever he went.

nymphs.
Job: Pan was the god of nature and
protector of shepherds and sheep.
He was worshipped in rural areas.
Story: Pan enjoyed chasing the nymphs
I ’ A G  M

to get them to kiss him. He really liked

If a traveler happened upon his

one nymph named Syrinx. She tried

mountain cave, Pan would let out

to outrun Pan, but he was quite fast

a blood-chilling shriek, causing
the person to run away with an
intense fear called panic. This
feeling is named after Pan.

The Satyrs
Looks: These wild and hairy creatures had the top half of
a man and the bottom half of a goat.
Attitude: These goat-boys were real party animals—always
mischievous, funny, and ready to have a good time. They
usually hung out with the nymphs and Dionysus.
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Family: Two were immortal sisters
(Euryale and Stheno), and one
(Medusa) was mortal. They lived on an
island that no one could find. Even
though they weren’t all truly

The Centaurs

related, they were often called
sisters.

Looks: The centaurs were half man and
Attitude: They were violent and obnoxious
creatures. When they drank too much

Story: Medusa wasn’t always

The G orgons

half horse.

hideous. She once was a beautiful
human. One day she met her

Looks: These three terrible monsters

boyfriend inside the temple of

wine, they became extremely crude and

were scary-ugly with writhing, hissing

Athena. Athena grew angry. Her

would stampede, destroy property, and

snake-hair, bulging eyes, huge wings,

temple was a holy place—not a place

feast on raw meat.

and bronze claws.

for a date! Athena transformed

Story: One centaur was different from
all others. His name was Chiron, and

Attitude: One look from a Gorgon would
turn any god or mortal to stone.

he was king of the centaurs. He lived

Medusa into a Gorgon. Perseus
eventually killed Medusa,
chopping off her head,

on Mount Pelion, apart from the

and from her spilled

others. He was old, gentle, and very

blood, Pegasus

smart. A well-known teacher, Chiron

appeared.

taught the sons of kings from all over
Greece the subjects of math, archery,
music, and healing. He died when he
was pricked with a poisonous arrow.
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Chimera
Looks: Chimera was a horrible three-headed, firespitting monster. Her front was a brutal lion’s
head with sharp teeth, her middle was a goat, and
her rear was a serpent.
Attitude: She lived in the mountains but roamed
about, setting fire to villages, eating animals, and
scorching crops.
Story: Bellerophon, with the help of Pegasus,

The Minotaur

destroyed Chimera.

Looks: He had the head of a bull and the body of a muscular man.
Attitude: The Minotaur was ferocious and enjoyed the taste of
human flesh.
Family: He was the pet of King Minos of Crete, who kept him in the
center of an enormous dungeon maze. The Minotaur feasted on
the people who could not find their way out.

Pegasus
Looks: Pegasus was a
gorgeous, white horse
with silver wings, who could
fly.
Attitude: He was very high-spirited
and wild until he was tamed and
ridden by Bellerophon.
Job: He eventually flew up to Mount Olympus,
where he was honored to carry Zeus’s
thunderbolts.
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The Sphinx
Looks: She had the face and long hair

Oedipus quickly answered, “Human

of a woman, the body and claws of a

beings. When we are babies we crawl

lion, and the wings of a large bird.

on all fours, then we walk on two legs

Home: The Sphinx rested on top of the

for our lives until we are old, when

high walls that surrounded the Greek

we use a cane as our third leg.” The

city of Thebes.

Sphinx roared with anger, for no one

Attitude: When someone tried to enter

had ever given the correct answer

the gates to Thebes, she would ask a

before. She flew to the highest cliff

riddle. These riddles were super tricky.

then flung herself to her death on

If the person answered wrong, she

the jagged rocks below. The city of

ripped him apart and ate him. No one

Thebes was freed.

The Hydra
Looks: A huge serpent that had many

entered Thebes for a very long time.

heads. Every time one head was cut

Story: One day a traveler named Oedipus

off, two grew back in its place. Its

came to the gates. The Sphinx

breath was poisonous (and with so

swooped down in front of Oedipus

many heads it was a heavy breather!).

and asked, “What creature goes on

Attitude: It would leave the swamps

four legs in the morning, two legs

near the ancient city of Lerna and

during the day, and three legs in the

devour villagers and herds of cattle.

evening?”

Story: The Hydra was killed by Heracles
as one of his Twelve Labors.

The Harpies
Looks: These monsters were half woman and half bird with razor-sharp claws.
Attitude: These vicious creatures swooped down to Earth to grab whatever
they wanted with their powerful claws. Missing children were
often blamed on the Harpies.
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